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Dear Delegates,  

Welcome to the second Metro Detroit Security Councils Conference. Over the 

past four years we have worked tirelessly to develop an exciting and innovative 

Model United Nations format that challenges our delegates in a competitive and 

inclusive environment. We work year-round to ensure that our staff members 

are as prepared as possible to ensure that all of our delegates can participate in 

our debates. Moreover, the topics that you will discuss have been carefully 

selected for their global importance and the larger questions that they ask. 

When reading through the following background guide, be sure analyze and 

evaluate what larger questions are being provoked by the topic and what 

commentary these larger questions make about the current international 

system. Finally, if you have any questions, be sure to reach out to any of us at 

the MeDMUN organization through our emails provided on the website.  

 

We look forward to welcoming you in May, 

 

Mitchell Dennis 

Secretary General of the Metro Detroit Security Councils  
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The Storage of Nuclear Waste and the 

Prevention and Clean-up of Nuclear 

Disasters 
History of Nuclear Waste Problems 
Nuclear waste is not only hazardous to the individuals of a community, but also to the environment 

in which they live when it is not properly disposed of or contained. In the past, disposal of nuclear 

waste was often regulated by individual governments; however, there has since been a call to action 

for increased international cooperation on the 

issue. Nuclear waste and nuclear disaster clean-up 

problems were specifically brought into focus 

after the Chernobyl disaster in 1986, but have 

remained in the headlines due to the Fukushima 

Accident in 2011. After seeing the effects of 

nuclear materials being released into an 

environment and on a population of people at 

such a large scale, the world took notice and 

realized that precautions needed to be put in place 

so as to ensure that future disasters will be effectively and safely cleaned and that nuclear waste will 

be stored appropriately. This is not to say that nuclear power should be abandoned as a source of 

power, given that it has drastically reduced the carbon footprints of many countries such as France 

and Germany. To the contrary, to ensure that nuclear power can continue to prevent the 

construction of carbon emitting energy sources it is key that the nuclear waste is properly disposed. 

Moreover, given that decommissioned nuclear weapons produce nuclear waste, the closure of nuclear 

power plants will not eliminate the problems presented by nuclear disposal. In fact, nuclear materials 

from decommissioned weapons can even be repurposed for nuclear fuel rods.  

Governments with nuclear waste have tested a variety of methods in order to dispose of the 

hazardous substances. Examples of these methods include direct injection, long term above ground 

storage, disposal in ice sheets, and sub seabed disposal. However, many of the approaches that have 

been investigated were deemed unfit for implementation due to a variety of reasons. These methods 

are either too expensive to implement or not permitted by international agreements as they might 

contaminate areas outside the country that is storing them. Therefore, it can leave countries in a 

without many options for the appropriate disposal of nuclear waste. It is also important to ensure that 

these solutions are not only permissible and cost-effective, but that they will stand the test of time 

and the continuously changing environment. Recent studies show that nuclear waste in a closed Cold 

War research camp in Greenland, is becoming more exposed each day due to the rapidly melting ice 

sheets as a result of climate change. As the underground camp becomes exposed, so does the nuclear 

http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/safety-and-security/safety-of-plants/fukushima-accident.aspx
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/safety-and-security/safety-of-plants/fukushima-accident.aspx
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/country-profiles/others/european-union.aspx
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/country-profiles/others/european-union.aspx
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/11/10/business/energy-environment/10nukes.html?_r=0
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-wastes/storage-and-disposal-of-radioactive-wastes.aspx
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/08/mysterious-ice-buried-cold-war-military-base-may-be-unearthed-climate-change
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/08/mysterious-ice-buried-cold-war-military-base-may-be-unearthed-climate-change
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waste that remains there from American researchers. In order to avoid international conflict, action 

and responsibility will need to be taken by the American government before any of the waste can 

leach from its containment and damage the surrounding environment.  

These examples display how it is essential that countries manage and dispose of nuclear waste 

in a safe and effective way. Although it is important for the present and future nuclear waste to be 

disposed of properly, it is important that countries and international organizations work to ensure 

that past disposal of nuclear waste was done properly. It is the responsibility of each and every nation 

to appropriately store their own nuclear waste for the good of their own people, but it is equally 

imperative that the international community monitors and insures that all nations are doing their job 

to protect the environment and the human race. Enhancing current resolutions and amendments 

while implementing new international legislation is a fundamental step towards safeguarding the 

future of the Earth as we know it. As the effects of nuclear waste are experienced regardless of 

political boundaries, it is key that all nations work together to safely dispose of nuclear materials.  

 

Disposing Nuclear Wastes 
Financial Aspects 

The proper disposal of nuclear wastes is incredibly costly. Depending on the level of 

enrichment (the level of the nuclear wastes, high, intermediate or low), it can take nearly 50 

years of storage before high-level nuclear waste can be appropriately disposed. Meanwhile, 

storage of spent nuclear fuel rods usually only lasts 5 years underwater until proper disposal, 

while low-level wastes can be disposed of immediately. However, all of these processes are 

incredibly expensive. In the United Kingdom, £2.5 billion is spent each year to deal with their 

‘nuclear legacy.’ Storage and disposal is even more expensive, estimated at $24 billion in 

2009, in Canada. Canadian disposal has been hampered by opposition to a central processing 

center, which has increased cost and impeded the process of disposal. The key for proper 

disposal is the preventing the spread of radioactivity and the havoc such radioactivity can 

wreck not only on humans but the surrounding environment. When nuclear materials are 

not appropriately stored and disposed, the financial costs will increase exponentially as now 

the surrounding environmental and health effects must be countered.  

Scientific/Technological Means 

The method for proper disposal depends primarily on the level of enrichment of the nuclear 

materials. For low-level radioactive waste, disposal on land is the common solution. 

According to the World Nuclear Association, 90% of nuclear wastes are considered low-level 

and that for these wastes “a satisfactory disposal means has been developed and implemented 

around the world.” Low-level nuclear wastes are generally from hospitals or items of 

clothing or materials that have come into contact with radiation and must be destroyed. 

Intermediate-level wastes (ILW) and high-level wastes (HLW) are much more difficult to 

properly store and to dispose after storage. The defining characteristic of ILWs and HLWs is 

http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-wastes/storage-and-disposal-of-radioactive-wastes.aspx
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-wastes/storage-and-disposal-of-radioactive-wastes.aspx
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/nov/16/nuclear-waste-sellafield
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/storing-nuclear-waste-a-24-billion-problem-1.794488
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/storing-nuclear-waste-a-24-billion-problem-1.794488
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-wastes/storage-and-disposal-of-radioactive-wastes.aspx#geological
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-wastes/radioactive-waste-management.aspx
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-wastes/storage-and-disposal-of-radioactive-wastes.aspx#geological
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that their radioactivity is much stronger and, generally, lasts much longer than low-level 

nuclear wastes; ILWs and HLWs can be any highly enriched material from fuel rods to 

nuclear materials for industrial 

purposes. This presents a serious 

challenge to policy makers as 

ILWs and HLWs require storage 

to allow for their radioactivity to 

dissipate before they can be 

disposed. The most effective 

storage and disposal methods for 

ILWs and HLWs are deep 

geological methods, in which 

these wastes are placed over 

250m underground. While these 

disposal methods are overall quite 

effective, they are not foolproof 

and can contaminate soil and the 

ground water and spread radioactivity into the environment, such as what has occurred at 

Hanford in the United States. These disposal sites are not considered targets for terrorism, 

but in some parts of the world where disposal and storage are handled improperly, there are 

serious concerns that non-state actors, or terrorists, could get their hands on such material 

and weaponized it.  

 

The Management of Movement of Nuclear Wastes 
A variety of procedures have been developed for the management of the movement of nuclear 

wastes. After a nuclear material or radiated substance has outlived its usefulness, it must be 

transported for storage and disposal. The movement of nuclear wastes is not considered harmful 

when done properly, but these transfers have increasingly been viewed as an easy target for non-state 

actors looking to get their hands on nuclear materials. A variety of international organizations and 

national governments with a vested interest in the proper disposal of nuclear materials aid in 

coordinating transportation for nuclear materials. The Organization for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OCED) has developed two such procedures for the transboundary movement of 

nuclear wastes. It is important to remember that not all countries have the space or resources to 

effectively store and dispose of nuclear wastes, therefore capable countries would be wise to help 

store and dispose of waste so as to prevent contamination and insure nuclear materials do not fall into 

the wrong hands. However, such actions would prove quite controversial for many countries as they 

would be unwilling to take nuclear wastes from other nations; but the alternative result, the potential 

http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-wastes/radioactive-waste-management.aspx
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-wastes/storage-and-disposal-of-radioactive-wastes.aspx
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-wastes/storage-and-disposal-of-radioactive-wastes.aspx
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-wastes/storage-and-disposal-of-radioactive-wastes.aspx
http://usnews.nbcnews.com/_news/2013/06/22/19088481-feds-nuclear-waste-may-be-leaking-into-soil-from-hanford-site
http://usnews.nbcnews.com/_news/2013/06/22/19088481-feds-nuclear-waste-may-be-leaking-into-soil-from-hanford-site
http://www-ns.iaea.org/security/sources.asp
http://www-ns.iaea.org/security/sources.asp
http://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/publications/PDF/Pub1261_web.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/env/waste/theoecdcontrolsystemforwasterecovery.htm
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loss of nuclear materials to non-state actions or terrible nuclear disasters, must be weighed against the 

political difficulty of taking such nuclear wastes.   

Green Control Procedure 
The Green Control Procedure is used “for wastes that present low risk for human health and the 

environment and, therefore, are not subject to any other controls than those normally applied in 

commercial transactions.” The OECD Decision and the Green Control Procedure impose a 

requirement that all wastes, be destined for recovery operations within a recovery facility which will 

recover them in an environmentally sustainable method.  

Amber Control Procedure 
The Amber Control Procedure is used “for wastes presenting sufficient risk to justify their control”. 

The transboundary movements of nuclear waste subject to the Amber Control Procedure must have 

prior written notification to the competent authorities of countries of export, import and transit (if 

any) and upon tacit or written consent from these authorities to the notified movement of waste. 

Furthermore, each shipment of waste shall be accompanied by a movement document from the point 

at which the transboundary movement begins to the point of recovery. This document will hopefully 

ensure that the nuclear materials are not mishandled or improperly treated in the process of 

transportation. While this program only covers OCED countries, nations that are higher-income, it 

might be prudent to develop such safeguards and procedures for all countries, regardless of income. 

 

Nuclear Disaster Prevention and Clean-Up  
Primarily, nations and the international community should work to prevent nuclear accidents and 

disasters, however current policies in place are unsuited to deal with the challenges posed by nuclear 

accidents and disasters. Often times these policies do little to improve the management of such 

accidents and disasters and place a heavy burden on individual countries, despite the fact that 

radiation released into the environment affects all nearby countries, not just the country in which the 

accident occurred. Countries must unite through international organizations to successfully mitigate 

nuclear disasters once they occur. To prevent nuclear disasters, all countries using weaponized 

uranium or nuclear fuel rods should adhere to strict standards established by the IAEA and work to 

ensure that safeguards are in place to prevent their use in by non-state actors or other accidents.  

 

Organizations 

United Nations Environment Programme, UNEP 

The United Nations Environmental Programme serves as a program of the United Nations, 

concerning the global environment. The UNEP created an outline, “Safe and Environmentally Sound 

Management of Radioactive Wastes,” which discusses the logistics of disposing nuclear wastes 

including: financial aspects, and scientific and technological means.   

OECD Council Concerning the Control of Transboundary Movement of Wastes  

OECD focused on the control of the movement of wastes. These amendments provide two coinciding 

procedures: the green procedure and the amber control procedure. The OECD defines transboundary 

http://www.oecd.org/env/waste/theoecdcontrolsystemforwasterecovery.htm
http://www.oecd.org/env/waste/theoecdcontrolsystemforwasterecovery.htm
http://www.oecd.org/env/waste/theoecdcontrolsystemforwasterecovery.htm
http://acts.oecd.org/Instruments/ShowInstrumentView.aspx?InstrumentID=221&InstrumentPID=217&Lang=en&Book=False
http://acts.oecd.org/Instruments/ShowInstrumentView.aspx?InstrumentID=221&InstrumentPID=217&Lang=en&Book=False
http://www.unep.org/about/
http://www.unep.org/documents.multilingual/default.asp?DocumentID=52&ArticleID=70&l=en
http://www.oecd.org/env/waste/theoecdcontrolsystemforwasterecovery.htm
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movement as “any movement of wastes from an area under the national jurisdiction of a member 

country to an area under the national jurisdiction of another member country”. OECD also features a 

Nuclear Energy Agency which works to improve nuclear regulations and safety, promote research 

and help in clean-up efforts among member nations. However, OECD excludes the majority of 

nations on earth, so it remains to be seen what impact policies set for these nations will have on other 

countries.  

United Nations Disaster Assessment and Coordination (UNDAC) 

UNDAC was created in 1993 and works to coordinate disaster and humanitarian response in the 

aftermath of disasters. UNADAC specifically hosts a large number of experts who can be activated in 

emergency situations. UNDAC can be deployed within 12 hours of a disaster to begin to organize 

and/or advise countries on the appropriate responses. While typically responding to natural disasters, 

such as earthquakes, or humanitarian crisis, such as famine, UNDAC could be reformed to allow for 

improved coordination in cases of nuclear disasters or accidents. If UNDAC was reformed, it would 

be better equipped to ease tensions that could arise from nuclear radiation spreading across borders. 

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
Perhaps the most well-known international agency regarding nuclear policy, the IAEA seeks to 

promote the safe usage of nuclear energy and preventing the spread of nuclear weapons. The IAEA 

remains an important body, but the IAEA must continue to update its safety standards for both 

nuclear power facilities and nuclear waste management, and work to implement these changes in 

member countries; especially member countries who might find it difficult to improve their 

regulatory standards due to the increased financial burden. 

 

Case Study: Chernobyl  
The Chernobyl Disaster occurred in April 1986 

and caused many negative impacts in the 

surrounding communities. The Chernobyl 

Disaster is directly linked to deaths, birth 

defects (in humans and animals), as well as the 

contamination of areas across Belarus, Ukraine, 

and Russia, which uprooted 300,000 people 

from their homes. A United Nations Secretary 

General’s report on the Chernobyl Disaster 

stated, “For the victims, Chernobyl is a 

personal and societal tragedy. For the rest of 

the world, Chernobyl represents a disaster whose consequences need to be eliminated and the 

recurrence of which should be prevented”. Chernobyl was caused due to a power surge in a reactor 

that began a fire and caused an explosion and release of radioactive materials into the air. While the 

Chernobyl disaster may seem to be forgotten, the effects of Chernobyl are still being felt today in the 

region. Therefore, it is an important case to study in order to understand which strategies to emulate 

and which ones to omit for future disasters.  

https://www.oecd-nea.org/
https://www.oecd-nea.org/nsd/
https://www.oecd-nea.org/ndd/
https://www.oecd-nea.org/fukushima/
http://www.unocha.org/what-we-do/coordination-tools/undac/overview
http://www.unocha.org/what-we-do/coordination-tools/undac/overview
http://www.unocha.org/where-we-work/emergencies
https://www.iaea.org/about/overview/history
https://www.iaea.org/about/overview/history
https://www.iaea.org/topics/radioactive-waste-and-spent-fuel-management
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/chernobyl-bg.html
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=53788#.WAMLVyQSeS0
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=8571#.WALykSQSeS0
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=8571#.WALykSQSeS0
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/chernobyl-bg.html
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-36136286
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Strengths of the clean-up process 

One of the strengths of the Chernobyl clean-up process was the international aid that was given to 

the cause. In the years after the disaster, there was overwhelming support present for the individuals 

affected by the tragedy. The United Nations has continued to support the clean-up efforts, 

continually renewing its commitment to Ukraine and dealing with the effects of Chernobyl.  

Weaknesses of the clean-up process 

Directly from the get-go the disaster was worsened by the slow response taken by the Soviet 

government, who continued to deny and accident had occurred for several weeks. The initial cover-

up prevented resources from being adequately utilized during the time in which they would have 

been most effective. Furthermore, such a cover-up put local people unnecessarily at risk to radiation 

exposure. The cleanup process for this disaster has been ongoing and while aid has been given, it still 

requires large amounts of material and financial resources. A disaster of this size is not simple to 

clean-up. It requires the commitment and support of individual countries and international 

organizations. Moreover, health programs, while successfully in curing much of the thyroid cancer 

that has developed in children, have unsuccessfully provided for many of the former workers or 

individuals who helped in the immediate aftermath of the disaster.  

International Commitment 

The United Nations and international community have tried to remain engaged in cleaning up the 

Chernobyl disaster. The G-7 and the European Commission were key factors in helping Ukraine 

repair the containment chamber built over the melted down reactor. The financial resources and 

expertise have proven essential in ensuring the continued safety of the reactor.  

 

Questions to Consider  
How will countries fund new strategies to store and manage nuclear wastes? 

Does sovereignty play a role in the actions of individual countries relating to nuclear waste 

management?  

Can nuclear wastes be protected from non-state actors? 

How can capable countries most effectively help other countries dispose of their nuclear wastes? 

How should the international community more effectively prevent and respond to nuclear accidents 

and disasters?  

Can the use of materials which produce intermediate-level or high-level wastes continue to be 

justified given the potential financial, health and environmental burdens? 

  

http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=53788#.WAMLVyQSeS0
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2016-04-26/ignoring-the-lessons-of-chernobyl
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2016-04-26/ignoring-the-lessons-of-chernobyl
http://www.theatlantic.com/photo/2016/04/still-cleaning-up-30-years-after-the-chernobyl-disaster/476748/
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/chernobyl-bg.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/chernobyl-bg.html

